Airstrip– Stabilization
DUSTECH
COAL WAGON DUST SUPPRESSION

Where there is coal, there is dust. Coal trains transport millions of tones of coal from the mines to the ports every
year. A typical train can consists of up to four locomotives and 100 wagons hauling approximately 10,000 tons of
coal.
Between the mine and the port, the coal trains can travel at close proximity to or pass through towns and small
communities. The coal dust emissions and subsequent fallout from the passing trains can cause health and
environmental concerns and nuisance problems for the communities. The trains travel at different speeds, change
directions, experience different wind conditions, all of which can contribute to the increase in coal dust emissions
from the wagons.
With certain dusty coal types or under hot, dry conditions dust emissions greater than 200 mg/m3 can be
experienced and clearly visible around the moving trains – one of the biggest pollution challenges facing mines
and railways. Coal dust is a major health hazard which often leads to silicosis.
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DUSTECH

Nano- Technology
DusTech is a scientifically advanced copolymer specifically formulated to control dust emissions. The
nano-polymer particles penetrate the top 10 mm or so, of the coal pile (subject to the coal density). It
works by saturating, penetrating and bonding dust and aggregate particles together, creating a durable
surface that acts as an excellent dust suppressant.

The product will be diluted and applied as per user requirements. Dust-Tech, essentially is a liquid
plastic. The polymer has been developed with a particle size of 1 µm (one micron).
thousandth of a millimeter (0.001mm).
The minute size of the particles allows greater penetration into the soil.
The very sticky Dust-Tech liquid polymer is surrounded with
stabilizing agents to keep the product from sticking together
while in it’s packaging. Once the product is mixed with
water and applied over the ground an evaporation
process of the stabilizing agents takes place,
leaving the Dust-Tech polymer to bind with
the soil particles.
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That is one-

BENEFITS OF DUSTECH
1.

Control Dust – keep employees healthy

2.

Prevents rain water ingress and prevents fines washing away

3.

Maintains the quality of the coal stockpiles

4.

Does not affect the BTU of the coal

5.

Cost effective – dilute and apply as required

6.

Environmentally friendly, has no VOCs

7.

Water-based polymer

8.

Easy application

9.

Long life storage

10.

Non-flammable

OVERVIEW OF DUSTECH APPLICATION
•

Spray bars are fitted over the railway track, at the
loading areas

•

The movement of the wagons are determined and
The spray nozzle flow, are adjusted accordingly

•

The entire system is automated on a timer to optimize
wagon movement. Timers can be adjusted as required

•

The DusTech concentrate is diluted 1:29 parts water

•

DusTech holding tanks are electronically monitored to proactively maintain product levels

•

Electrically operated
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CASE STUDY
Jindal Steel

Jindal Steel & Power - JSPL is an industrial powerhouse with a dominant presence in steel, power, mining and
infrastructure sectors. Part of the US $ 18 billion OP Jindal Group this young, agile and responsive company is
constantly expanding its capabilities to fuel its fairy tale journey that has seen it grow to a US $ 3.3 billion
business conglomerate. The company has committed investments exceeding US $ 30 billion in the future and has
several business initiatives running simultaneously across continents
JSPL Raigarh imports coal for it’s power plant. The coal is transported from Chennai to Raigarh, a distance of
more than 1,000 Km. In the past, the company would pull tarpaulins over the wagons. However a great deal of
time was lost, loosening the tarpaulins before dumping the coal with the rotary
dumpers.
It was decided to install the automated DusTech coal-wagon spray system at
the loading port in Chennai.
DusTech prevents the coal fines from blowing away and causing pollution.
Furthermore, the quality of the coal remains consistent. DusTech is diluted
1:29 parts with water. The alcohol additive in DusTech quickly evaporates
the surface water and forms an thin elastic skin over the coal.
DusTech does not affect the quality or the BTU of the coal, as the percentage of
DusTech polymer applied per weight of each load of coal is measured as less
than 0.0001% of the mass of the coal.
Spraying of each coal wagon takes less than 30 seconds. Nozzle and DusTech
flow is adjusted as per each customer’s requirements.
Jindal off-loads 49 trains with 100 wagons each per week
Contact your local representative for more information.
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ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
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OFFICES
South Africa:

Nick Muller
nmuller@polyroads.com
Tel: +27 11 868-1181
Mobile: +27 82 557 3937

Australia:

Judy Elsworthy
judyelsworthy@aepol.com.au
+ 61 2 6226 6512
Mobile: + 61 0408 682 279

Botswana

Steven McIntyre
steve@teraformbotswana.co.bw
+267 714 10369

Brazil:

Mauro Costa
mcosta@polyroads.com.br
Tel: + 21 8176-3235

Cameroon:

Dr. Philip du Toit
drphilip@polyroads.com
Tel: +23 77 927 4922

Colombia:

Dayro Gonzalez
dh@b3bondcolombia.com
+57 311 633 6965

Congo DRC:

Eduard Lengo Lusungamu
polyroadscd@gmail.com
+243 813 497 118

Gabon:

Ghassan Izzi
La-luna-tile@hotmail.com
Tel: +241 0550 5050
Mobile: +961 352 5366

India:

Archit Jhunjhunwala
archit@kaveri.in
Tel: +91 9886 02 8888

Peru:

Ernesto Gordillo
egordillo@polytechandinasac.com
Tel: + 51 997 281 420

Peru

James Fletcher
jf@fletcherasociados.com
+ 51 9940 05916

Swaziland:

Allen Williams
allen@roadbuilders.co.za
Tel: + 27 84239 9701

Uruguay:

Martin Santurtun
msanturtun@innovaterra.com.uy
Tel: + 598 9485 1916

Zambia:

Willie Kamboyi
williek@polyroads.com
Tel: + 260 960 950 3851
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